Copy Number Analysis in Partek® Genomics Suite™ 6.6

Introduction

At a simple level, copy number analysis can be thought of as a gene dosage question: where are the regions of the genome that have altered abundances (increased or decreased)? Furthermore, what genetic elements are in those regions, and how might a change in the abundance of the genes in those chromosomal regions affect phenotypes?

To answer those questions, the copy number analysis workflow in Partek® Genomics Suite™ (PGS) uses a variety of commercially available SNP-genotyping arrays with closely spaced genomic markers (Affymetrix® and Illumina®) as well as comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) arrays (Agilent®, NimbleGen®, or custom spotted arrays) to detect amplified or deleted regions within and shared across samples. The workflow (Figure 1) begins with either intensity data or copy-number data (depending on the array platform), allows for organization of numerous samples into projects, provides multiple options for data analysis, and enables easy integration with other workflows.

This tutorial will illustrate how to:
- Import the data in Partek® Genomics Suite™
- Perform exploratory data analysis
- Estimate copy number for each marker
- Detect and analyze regions of copy number variation
- Find regions shared across samples
- Create a list of regions that meet certain criteria
- Find genes that overlap the regions of interest
- Learn about other annotations for regions
- Visualize the data at any of the steps

Please be aware of an inherent limitation of the analysis of copy number regions: the inability to detect copy-neutral events, i.e., copy-neutral loss of heterozygosity (LOH) or copy-neutral allelic imbalance. One way to deal with these issues is to supplement the copy number analysis with SNP genotyping data, currently available with Affymetrix® or Illumina® arrays (Figure 1). For more information on integration of copy number with LOH or Allele-Specific Copy Number (AsCN), please consult Appendix C.

Note: The following tutorial was prepared using PGS version 6.6. As PGS is a rapidly evolving software application, future versions of PGS may show different screenshots than what are displayed within this tutorial. To ensure that you are using the most current version of Partek® Genomics Suite™, please use Help > Check for Updates from within PGS. There may be slight differences between the screenshots shown in this tutorial and what you observe due to different operating systems and different versions of PGS.
Figure 1: Overview of the copy number analysis in PGS. The analysis of Affymetrix® CEL files starts with the import of allele intensities, and the copy number calculation is performed by PGS. For other vendors (including Affymetrix CHP files, Agilent®, NimbleGen®, and Illumina®), PGS imports copy number or log ratio data as provided by the individual vendor software. Integration with loss of heterozygosity (LOH) or allele specific copy number (AsCN) workflows requires SNP genotype data. Integration with the gene expression workflow requires gene expression data.

Importing the data

When starting a new experiment, the first step involves importing samples.

- Open the Copy Number workflow within PGS by selecting it from the Workflows drop-down list in the upper right corner and select Import Samples (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Viewing the Import Copy Number Samples dialog
For Affymetrix® arrays, PGS can import .CEL files containing allele intensities, and copy number estimates will be calculated from those intensities during the subsequent steps. If you are using Agilent®, Illumina®, NimbleGen®, or Affymetrix .CHP files, PGS can import files containing calculated copy numbers or log ratios. To learn more about particular import procedures, please consult the respective vendor-specific tutorials available under Help > On-line tutorials or contact our technical support team at support@partek.com.

A common artifact affecting all types of arrays is “GC waves” which have been shown to cause false positive copy number variations. The exact cause of GC waves is not fully understood, but they have been associated with low quality sample DNA and/or DNA degradation. If your Affymetrix® data are affected by GC waves, PGS enables you to implement a GC-wave correction procedure when importing Affymetrix CEL files, following the protocol by Diskin SJ et al. (Nucl Acids Res, 2008). For details, please consult Appendix A of this tutorial.

- As this tutorial will not read raw data files but will start from the data already imported into PGS, please close the import dialog (Cancel) and proceed with the next section to learn how to calculate copy number estimates for Affymetrix® .CEL data.

The analysis of copy number or log ratios provided by Agilent®, Illumina®, NimbleGen®, or Affymetrix® .CHP platforms is described in the section Detection of Regions with Copy Number Variations.

**Tutorial data set**

This example data set consists of 20 paired samples from an ovarian cancer study in which a fresh-frozen tumor sample and peripheral blood were obtained from each of 10 female patients (Ramakrishna et al., PLoS One, 2010, GSE19539). All 20 samples were analyzed using the Affymetrix® Genome Wide Human SNP Array 6.0. For a discussion on formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissue samples, please refer to Appendix B of this tutorial.

- Select Help > On-line Tutorials from the PGS main menu and download the data for the Overlapping Copy Number with LOH project (in .zip format)
- Unzip the files into a directory of your choosing
- Select File > Open, browse to the folder containing unzipped the tutorial data, select the file IC_Intensities_SNP6.fmt, and select Open. The datasheet will now open in the PGS main window (Figure 3)

The spreadsheet was generated from the import of SNP6 CEL files and shows all 20 samples on rows. Columns 1-6 contain sample information describing the experiment such as file names, Subject ID, Gender, etc. The rest of the columns are individual markers from the microarray with the log2 normalized intensities associated with each marker (marker labels are the column headers). Importing the IC_Intensities_SNP6.fmt is the equivalent of importing the 20 samples files and adding sample attributes.
Figure 3: Viewing the spreadsheet with the intensity data for the copy number tutorial. Each row represents one sample

Setting the SampleID

If you plan to do any kind of genomic integration with other studies (e.g., gene expression), then the results of both studies must be tagged with the same sample identifiers. The sample identifier must be specified before analysis results are created for copy number experiments.

- Under the Import section of the Copy Number workflow, select Choose sample ID column. Select 4. SubjectID for Sample ID Column

Exploratory analysis

As an introduction to the copy number analysis, you might want to explore the intensity data for insight into possible groupings within the dataset or to detect any outliers or sample swaps. One method is the principal component analysis (PCA) scatterplot.

- In the QA/QC section of the workflow, select Principal component analysis (PCA). The rotated PCA plot is shown in Figure 4

Each dot on the plot corresponds to a single sample (i.e., one row of the spreadsheet) and can be thought of as a ‘summary’ of all normalized marker intensities in the sample. PGS automatically uses the first categorical column, in this example column 3 (Tumor), to color the dots. Depressing the mouse wheel while moving the mouse or using the Rotate mode will rotate the plot to find the optimal angle of view. As seen in the figure, the peripheral blood samples (i.e., “normals”) cluster together whereas the cancer tissue samples are more dispersed and show considerable variability with respect to their total allele intensity profiles. That finding corresponds very well to the underlying biology and the genomic variability of cancer cells. To learn more on how to customize the PCA plot, please consult Partek® On-line Documentation (Help > User’s Manual).

Note: the PCA plot can be invoked on allele intensities as shown here, but also on the copy number spreadsheet (generated in the next step) as well. Therefore, PCA is also available to users analyzing data from other vendors.
Estimating copy number from marker intensities

The first step in the analysis of Affymetrix® intensity data is to estimate the number of copies of each marker (allele). The *Create copy number (from allele intensities only)* function can be accessed through the *Import* section of the *Copy Number* workflow and will estimate the copy number of each marker by comparing it to a reference. Depending on the design of the experiment, the user first has to choose between paired and unpaired samples (Figure 5). A paired design assumes that each sample has its own reference sample; PGS will generate a copy number spreadsheet. This is the typical and recommended situation for tumor/normal sample pairs for finding somatic cancer mutations. Unpaired samples, on the other hand, use a common reference (single or group of samples), and PGS will create an allele ratio spreadsheet (intended primarily for visualization purposes) in addition to the copy number spreadsheet. Unpaired analysis is typically used for studying inherited effects.
In the current example, to estimate the copy number from allele intensities, PGS will compare a cancer sample (“tumor”) to the peripheral blood sample (“normal”) from the same individual, using the SubjectID column to identify the sample pairs. In other words, the allele intensities of each normal sample will serve as the baseline for the calculation (the algorithm assumes that normal samples have 2 copies of DNA at each locus). If the intensity of a probe is 2 times brighter than the baseline, it has twice as much DNA at the location on the genome which the probe targets. Conversely, half the normal intensity will point to a single copy of DNA at given locus.

- In the Import section of the Copy Number workflow, select Create copy number (from allele intensities only)
- To proceed with the analysis, select Paired samples in the Copy Number Creation dialog (Figure 5) and select OK
- The Create Copy Number from Pairs dialog will appear (Figure 6). The baseline samples are defined by Column 3. Tumor and the Baseline category should be N (normal)
- Match the sample pairs uses Column 4. SubjectID as the parameter that pairs the samples from each patient. Set these options accordingly and select OK
- The IC_Intensities_SNP6_pairedcopynumber spreadsheet is created (Figure 7)

![Create Copy Number from Pairs dialog](image)

*Figure 6: Viewing the Create Copy Number from Pairs dialog*

Alternatively, if paired samples are not available, the Unpaired samples option should be selected in the Copy Number Creation dialog shown in Figure 5.

Both paired and unpaired copy number procedures produce a copy number spreadsheet (in this tutorial, IC_Intensities_SNP6_pairedcopynumber) (Figure 7). Each row represents one of the tumor samples. Columns 7+ include copy numbers of each marker (columns 1-6 are identical to those in the IC_Intensities_SNP6 spreadsheet).
Creating a reference baseline of normal samples

All copy number experiments give relative copy numbers (sample compared to a reference). Basically, PGS needs to be given a normal reference or baseline for the copy number calculation. It could be an existing reference file provided by Partek (Option 1 in Figure 8) (see the Affymetrix® and Illumina® baseline files available at Help > On-line Tutorials > Baseline Files) or a reference file previously created from a set of normal samples (Option 2) or a subset of samples within the current project (Option 3). There are two different ways you may create a reference baseline (.cnmodel) file: create a reference from a collection of normal samples not included in this experiment or use samples from the current experiment as the reference baseline. The resulting dialog is shown in Figure 8.

To generate a pooled reference file from a collection of normal samples, first import only the normal samples and then use Tools > Create Copy Number Baseline with the intensity spreadsheet selected. Once you have created a .cnmodel file this way, use the top radio button (Option 2 in Figure 8).

The other way to generate a baseline for copy number calculations is to use some or all of the samples in the existing experiment (Option 3 in Figure 8). Using this option, copy number estimates will also be generated for each normal sample (compared to the pool of normal samples).

For more information about using unpaired samples in copy number calculations, please consult Understanding Copy Number Creation (Help > On-line Tutorials > White Papers).
Figure 8: Viewing the Unpaired Copy Number dialog. Three kinds of baseline references are possible: using a baseline file distributed by Partek® (Option 1), using a previously created (cnmodel) reference file (Option 2), or using some or all of the samples in the current experiment as the reference (Option 3)

Visualization of copy number of allele intensity data

The result of copy number estimation per marker can be visualized by invoking the chromosome view from the Copy Number workflow. At this stage of the workflow, you can visualize only the raw copy number estimates of each marker (Figure 9).

- Select **Plot chromosome view** from either QA/QC or Visualization (Figure 9). If prompted to Select an annotation source, select *Ensembl Transcripts*
- The Track Wizard may prompt for which spreadsheet should be used for visualization: either the intensity or copy number spreadsheet may be chosen. At this step, select the **Copy Number 2** spreadsheet and **Create**

Each of the ten cancer samples is represented by a single row in the *Heatmap* track (below *Ensembl Transcripts*), with the color pattern ranging from blue (no copies) to red (four or more copies of a marker). The name of the selected sample can be found to the left of the selected row in the *Heatmap* track. The *Profile* track is located below the heat map track and shows the copy number value (y-axis) of each marker (grey dots) of the sample highlighted in the heat map track. In the other words, grey dots are a visualization of copy numbers in the cells of the copy number spreadsheet. While the grey dots represent the raw copy numbers, the bold (heavy) dots represent the smoothed copy number (average of 30 adjacent markers by default). More about the chromosome view and different ways to customize it can be found in the *Chromosome Viewer User Guide* (Help > On-line Tutorials > User Guides).

- To examine a different sample, click on another row of the Heatmap track. Toggle through different samples and notice the different pattern in copy numbers across samples
To zoom in, use the magnifying glass icon at the top of the window
To view another chromosome, use the down arrow next to the chromosome location box at the top of the window
When you have finished visualizing the raw copy numbers, select the red X at the top right of the window

Figure 9: Chromosome view of copy number spreadsheet. The default tracks from the top are Genomic features from a selected annotation source (Ensembl Transcripts shown here), Heatmap track, Profile track, and Cytoband track. Chromosome 1 is shown by default. The Genomic label (genomic coordinates) is shown below the Cytoband track

Detection of regions with copy number variation

Starting with copy number estimates for each marker (either taken directly from the vendor’s input file or calculated previously), the goal is to derive a list of regions where adjacent markers share the same copy number. PGS offers two algorithms for region detection: Genomic segmentation and Hidden Markov Model (HMM). Basically both algorithms examine trends across multiple adjacent markers. The genomic segmentation algorithm identifies breakpoints in the data, i.e., changes in copy number between two neighboring regions. The HMM algorithm looks for discrete changes of whole number copy number states (e.g., 0, 1, 2 … with no limit on the upper limit) and will find regions with those numbers of copies. Therefore, the HMM model performs better in cases of homogenous samples when the copy numbers can be anticipated (such as clinical syndromes with underlying chromosome or germ-line gene aberrations). Genomic segmentation is preferred for heterogeneous samples with unpredictable copy numbers (such as cancer because tissue biopsies often contain “contaminating” healthy
tissue, and cancer cells are quite heterogeneous with respect to multiple chromosome aberrations).

The number of copies of each marker created in the previous step will now be used to detect the genomic regions with copy number variation, i.e., to identify amplifications and deletions across the genome.

- Open the Copy Number Analysis section of the Copy Number workflow
- Select Detect amplifications and deletions. The dialog in Figure 10 will appear
- Select Genomic Segmentation and then select OK
- Specify the Minimum genomic markers as 50 and leave the remaining options at their default settings shown in Figure 11. To start the segmentation, select OK

![Detect Amplifications and Deletions](image)

**Figure 10: Viewing the Detect Amplifications and Deletions dialog**

Genome segmentation itself is divided into two steps. In the first step, each region is compared to an adjacent region in order to tell whether both have the same average copy number and if a breakpoint can be inserted by using a two-sided t-test (the t-test actually compares the average intensities of regions and if the corresponding cut-off p-value is below the P-value threshold). The genomic size of a region is defined by the number of genomic markers included in the region (Minimum genomic markers), while the magnitude of significant difference between two regions is controlled by Signal to noise (simplified, it could be thought of as the difference in copy numbers between the regions). If the t-test is significant, it can be concluded that the region differs significantly from its nearest neighbors with respect to copy number. However, a second step is needed to identify the exact nature of the difference, i.e., whether the difference is an amplification or deletion. In this stage, two one-sided t-tests are used to compare the mean copy number in the region with the expected (normal) diploid copy number. For a detailed explanation of the genomic segmentation procedure, please consult the Understanding Genomic Segmentation white paper (Help > On-line Tutorials > White Papers). A reader interested in in-depth optimization of the segmentation procedure is encouraged to refer to the tutorial Optimizing Copy Number Segmentation in Partek (Help > On-line Tutorials > Copy Number).
The resulting spreadsheet (segmentation) shows one row per genomic region per sample (Figure 12). The columns provide the following information:

1 – 4: Genomic location of the region
5: Sample ID
6: Description of the copy number change (amplification, deletion, etc.)
7: The length of the region (in base pairs)
8: The number of markers in the region
9: Marker density in the region (region length divided by the number of markers)
10: Geometric mean of the copy number of all the markers in the region
11: Minimum p-value of the one-sided t-tests of the difference of the copy number in column 10 vs. the diploid range

You may use the Tools > Merge Adjacent Regions to combine similar regions (like the first two unchanged regions shown above).
Visualizing regions of interest

The regions identified by the segmentation algorithms may be visualized in the chromosome viewer either at a single region or entire chromosome level.

- To visualize a region of interest, you may right-click on a row header and then choose **Browse to Location**.
- Alternatively, to get an overview of the results, select **Visualization > Plot chromosome view**, and the **Track Wizard** will appear.
- Please select the **Genomic Segmentation 2/segmentation (segmentation.txt)** when asked to **Choose the spreadsheets that you would like to add to the plot**. This adds the **Regions** track, which is the primary visualization of the segmentation results, to the plot.
- For a more comprehensive visualization, also add the **Copy Number 2(IC_Intensities_SNP6_PairedCopyNumber)** track in the **Track Wizard** and **Create** (Figure 13).

The **Regions track** (entitled “Genomic segmentation”) depicts the segmentation results: each line represents a single sample (sample names can be found on the left side of the selected line), while the amplified, deleted, and unchanged regions are shown as red, blue, and white, respectively. The **Heatmap** and **Profile track** have already been discussed previously. However, please note that the **Profile track** (depicting the sample selected in either **Heatmap** or **Regions track**) now also includes the average aberrations for each region.

![Image of chromosome viewer with tracks](image)

*Figure 13: Chromosome view of segmentation spreadsheet. Tracks may be reordered by dragging track names in the Tracks navigator on the left.*

**Analysis of shared regions with copy number variation**

Once the regions with amplifications and deletions have been detected, the next step is to compare the regions across the samples and detect those which are shared by multiple samples (Figure 14). For instance, cancer samples, such as the ones used in this tutorial,
are characterized by genomic instability and multiple mutations. Therefore, it is most interesting to pick up only those copy number aberrations that appear in multiple or even all of the samples as those might be good candidates for diagnostic or prognostic markers or might involve key genes responsible for cancer pathogenesis. The Analyze detected segments function will identify genomic segments across all samples. Please note that since aberrations may be broken into smaller regions, the common regions may contain fewer than the minimum number of markers specified in the segmentation parameters.

Figure 14: The Analyze Detected Segments function detects and reports the regions across all samples. The original detected region for each sample is outlined in gold with the number of markers contained in the region shown to the right. Regions overlapping multiple segments are drawn in color with the number of markers shown below each region

- Select Analyze detected segments function from the Copy Number Analysis section of the Copy Number workflow
- As shown in Figure 15, the Analyze Segments dialog can test for associations between copy number variations and sample categories by using the $\chi^2$ test. For example, is there a difference in aberrations between cancer grades? Since in this paired analysis, all pairs (ovarian cancer versus their normal) share the same phenotype, associations are not tested with this paired tutorial data. Hence, leave all the boxes unchecked and select OK to proceed

Figure 15: Viewing the Analyze Segments dialog
The summary (segment-analysis) spreadsheet (Figure 16) shows one region per row. The columns provide the following information:

1 – 4: Genomic locations of the region
5: Total number of samples
6 – 7: Number of samples with amplifications and the average amplified copy number, respectively
8 – 9: Number of samples with deletions and the average deleted copy number, respectively
10: Total number of samples with copy number aberrations
11 – 12: Number of samples with no change in copy number and the average copy number in those samples, respectively
13: Number of markers in the region
14: Length of region (in base pairs)
15+: Two columns per sample: the average copy number in each sample as well as the copy number change status of the same sample (e.g., amplified, deleted, unchanged, depending on the copy number and the threshold for unchanged defined in the segmentation dialog)

A “?” indicates that a region with particular characteristic does not exist or cannot be computed (e.g., if a region is not amplified in none of the samples, the average amplified copy number will be shown as “?”). This list may be filtered to contain only the regions that meet user-specified criteria (next section).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>47231506</td>
<td>47607430</td>
<td>4p12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.40198</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.5258</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>48030430</td>
<td>48314301</td>
<td>4p13 - 4p11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.45015</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.49239</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>48414701</td>
<td>48814923</td>
<td>4q11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.43212</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.59238</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>49558417</td>
<td>50669480</td>
<td>4q11 - 4q11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.39217</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.39955</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>52689480</td>
<td>52770591</td>
<td>4q11 - 4q12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.2021</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.42554</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>52734742</td>
<td>52897005</td>
<td>4p12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.41957</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.43374</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>52897005</td>
<td>52969091</td>
<td>4p12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.38421</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.4256</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>53026864</td>
<td>53077383</td>
<td>4q12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.38421</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.4268</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>55151958</td>
<td>55262050</td>
<td>4q12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.3787</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.5467</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>102790694</td>
<td>102887960</td>
<td>4q24</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.9502</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>10591296</td>
<td>10566880</td>
<td>4q24.3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.4919</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.49559</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>107680032</td>
<td>107730530</td>
<td>6p23</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4.30194</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.58176</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>10921311</td>
<td>10925139</td>
<td>8q13.12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.83273</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.99041</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>11036699</td>
<td>11038763</td>
<td>8q11.22</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.83672</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.96004</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>122095748</td>
<td>122095748</td>
<td>8q24.13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.90564</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.45791</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>124979761</td>
<td>124979761</td>
<td>8q24.13 - 8q24.22</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.00284</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.45791</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>124979761</td>
<td>124979761</td>
<td>8q24.21</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.90564</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.45791</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 16: Viewing the Summary (segment-analysis) spreadsheet. Each row of the spreadsheet represents one genomic region shared across multiple samples.

Visualization of shared regions

To visualize the regions shared across the samples, PGS offers two plots: histogram and copy number classification (Figure 17). Both are intended to give an overview of the common aberrations in the group of samples over the entire genome and to decide on the parameters for the next step, List Creation.

- To obtain the histogram plot, select Plot Histogram from the Plot Detected Regions dialog. Ensure the proper spreadsheet is selected and select OK.
Figure 17: Viewing the Plot Detected Regions dialog

The Karyogram View (Figure 18) shows an overview of the shared regions across the genome with amplified regions coded in red and deleted regions coded in blue. The histogram heights reflect the number of samples that share that kind of aberration at a particular location. For example, the long arms of chromosomes 3 and 7 seem to be amplified in the majority of tutorial samples, and most samples share the deletion in the long arm of chromosome 4.

- Use the mouse-over function to get the information on cytobands as well as on the exact number of shared regions at each position, and the number of samples sharing that type of aberration.

For a sample-centric visualization, invoke the copy number classification plot.

- Close the histogram plot by selecting the red X in the upper right corner of the plot.
- Select Plot detected regions again. Choose the Plot copy number classification option and select OK.
The copy number classification view provides an overview of all the samples and the copy number regions on each chromosome (Figure 19). Each sample is drawn as a separate column next to the chromosome. Amplified regions are depicted in red, deleted regions in blue, and the regions with no copy number change are depicted in white. Sample names are given across the top. As shown in the inset in Figure 19, displaying fewer chromosomes will show the detail for each sample more clearly.

**Figure 19: Copy number classification plot providing an overview of amplified (red), deleted (blue), and the regions with no copy number change (white) in each sample. The small inset on the bottom left shows the increased detail if just one chromosome is visualized**

**Creation of a list of regions**

Creating lists of shared regions can be described as the core step of the copy number analysis in a project with multiple samples/patients. For instance, one can select all the deleted regions on chromosome 4, find all the regions spanning more than 50000 bp, or pick-up all the regions containing a certain number of markers. In this exercise, all the samples have same underlying phenotype, and two lists will be created: deleted and amplified regions across the genome shared by 8 or more samples. Those lists can then later be used for integration with loss of heterozygosity and allele-specific copy number tutorials (refer to Appendix C for more information).

- To invoke the List Creator, please go to **Create region list** in the Copy Number Analysis section of the Copy Number workflow
- Start defining a new criterion by selecting **Specify New Criteria**. To filter out all the amplified regions across the genome shared by at least eight samples, make the following changes in the **Configure Criteria** dialog (Figure 20)
  - Set the Name as **Amplified**
  - Set the Spreadsheet to 2/segmentation/summary (segment-analysis)
  - Set the Column drop list to: 6. Total amplifications
  - Set the box Include values greater than or equal to 8. Uncheck the box Include values less than or equal to. Select OK
Figure 20: Viewing the Configure Criteria dialog

- Select Save to save the list of 86 amplified regions (confirm the name of the list in the following window), OK, and Close to exit the List Creator dialog

However, please note that although the list does contain the regions amplified in eight or more samples, some samples may also contain deletions in the same regions (Column 8 in Figure 21). For the downstream analyses, we may want to filter out those regions, i.e., to have the final list of regions that are only amplified in 8 or more samples. There are various options to perform the filtering in PGS; for this tutorial, we will use the interactive filter.

Figure 21: Viewing the initial list of regions amplified in 8 or more samples

- To invoke the interactive filter, please click on the interactive filter icon in the main window with the Amplified spreadsheet selected
- Set the Column drop down list to 8. Total Deletions
- Type 0 in the Max box and press enter (Figure 22)

Figure 22: Configuring the interactive filter tool
A filtered list of 60 regions will appear. Please note that the deletions are no longer present in the list. The yellow and black bar on the right-hand side of the spreadsheet (not shown) indicates that the spreadsheet has been filtered; the height of the bar depicts the proportion of the filtered entries with respect to the number of entries in the original spreadsheet.

- To save the filtered list, right-click on the title of the Amplified spreadsheet in the list of spreadsheets (left pane of the main window) and select Clone…
- Set the Name of resulting copy to Amplifiedonly, and set the drop-list of Create as a child of spreadsheet to 2/segmentation (segmentation.txt) (Figure 23). Select OK
- Note that the cloned spreadsheet has (ptmp#)* after its name in the spreadsheet navigator. This indicates that the spreadsheet has changed but has not been saved
- Save the new spreadsheet, amplifiedonly, by selecting the Save icon in the main window ( ). For File name: type in Amplifiedonly and Save. Notice that both the ptmp and * no longer appear

![Figure 23: Configuring the Clone Spreadsheet dialog](image)

- Examine the Amplifiedonly spreadsheet and notice that it contains 60 rows. Select the Amplified spreadsheet and notice that it also contains 60 rows when it contained 86 rows when it was created. The reduced number of rows is due to filter that was just applied. The yellow and black bar next to the scroll bar on the right of the spreadsheet indicates that a filter has been applied.
- Right-click on the yellow/black scroll bar and Clear Filter. The number of rows should return to 86

For this exercise, please perform the same sequence of steps to create a list of deleted regions shared across eight or more samples and remove the amplifications (make sure that you have the summary (segment-analysis) spreadsheet selected when you invoke the List Creator). You should have a list (e.g. deletedonly) of 94 regions.

Now you will create a single list containing all of the amplifications-only regions that occurred in 8 or more samples and all of the deletions-only regions that occurred in 8 or more samples.

- To merge both lists (amplified and deleted regions), please select the amplifiedonly spreadsheet in the spreadsheet pane on the left
- Use **File > Merge Spreadsheets...** and select the **Append Rows** tab
- Select the source and destination spreadsheets as shown in Figure 24
- Select **OK**. This will append the rows of the *deletedonly* spreadsheet into the *amplifiedonly* spreadsheet. The *amplifiedonly* spreadsheet now contains 154 rows (60 amplifications and 94 deletions)
- To save the new, joined list as a separate spreadsheet, right-click on the *amplifiedonly* spreadsheet in the left pane and select **Clone...** For **Name of resulting copy**, select an appropriate file name such as *amplified_or_deleted*. For **Create as a child of spreadsheet**, select *2/segmentation (segmentation.txt)*. Select **OK**
- The **Merge Spreadsheets** command appended the deleted regions onto the amplified list. Now the *amplifiedonly* list contains both the regions amplified in 8 or more samples and regions deleted in 8 or more samples. To return the *amplifiedonly* spreadsheet to its original state where it only contains the regions amplified in 8 or more samples, right-click on the *amplifiedonly* spreadsheet in the spreadsheet view on the left and select **Revert to Last Saved State**. The *amplifiedonly* spreadsheet will now contain only the 60 regions

The joined list (*amplified_or_deleted*) will be the starting point for the following steps of the tutorial and may be used for LOH and AsCN workflows for integration with copy number data (please see the respective tutorials, as well as appendix C of this tutorial).

![Figure 24: Configuring the Merge Spreadsheets dialog](image)

**Find overlapping genes**

While the list of regions containing aberrations is interesting, the underlying biology is best investigated by identifying the genes contained in the aberrations. One way to annotate interesting regions in PGS is to generate a list of genes which overlap the regions. The **Find overlapping genes** function allows two options (Figure 25); the main difference being the focus of the output. For a region-centered view, which may be more appropriate for cytogenetic studies, you may add a new column with the genes contained in the regions. The gene-centered view, suitable for genomics integration, is available by creating a new spreadsheet with genes that overlap with the regions.
- Make sure the *amplified_or_deleted* spreadsheet is selected in the spreadsheet list
- Select **Find overlapping genes** in the *Copy Number Analysis* section of the workflow
- As this tutorial will explore genomic integration, select **Create a new spreadsheet with genes that overlap with the regions** and select **OK**
- The database that associates genes (annotations) with cytogenomic locations must be specified in the next dialog (Figure 26). PGS offers a number of possibilities such as RefSeq and Ensembl or custom annotations (for the latter option, please use **Manage available annotations**). If a database file is outdated or not present, the user will be prompted to download the updated version before the analysis. Select **RefSeq Transcripts** and **OK** to proceed

The resulting spreadsheet, *gene-list*, is shown on Figure 27. Each row corresponds to a transcript (RefSeq in this tutorial), and the columns are as follows:

1 – 3: Genomic coordinates of the transcript
4: Coding strand  
5: Transcript ID  
6: Gene symbol  
7: Minimum distance of the region to the transcription start site (positive values indicate downstream, while negative values indicate upstream)  
8: Percent overlap with gene: length of gene to region overlap divided by the length of the gene  
9: Percent overlap with region: length of overlap divided by the length of region  
10+: Correspond to the columns 1+ in the segment-analysis spreadsheet

Figure 27: Viewing the gene-list spreadsheet, a result of overlapping genes with regions of copy number changes. Each row of the table represents one RefSeq transcript

As previously mentioned, this type of regions-to-genes overlap is gene-centric and enables genomic integration. For instance, GO enrichment can be directly invoked on the gene-list spreadsheet to detect the functional groups affected by copy number changes (to learn more, please see the GO Enrichment Tutorial, available at Help > Online Tutorials > User Guides tab.

The gene-list spreadsheet can also be used to find possible fusion genes. To do that, you might use the interactive filter on column 8 (Percent overlap with gene) to get the list of genes with overlap of up to, for example, 50% (not shown). If only a part of a gene is amplified or deleted, it is possible that a translocation event took place that split the gene in two parts.

Further annotation options

PGS offers even more options for annotating the list of shared regions. For instance, the Find overlapping genes tool enables annotating the regions with annotations from the Database of Genomic Variants. As this database is an overview of known structural alterations of the human genome spanning more than one thousand base pairs, it can be used as a starting point for detection of previously described copy number alterations or detection of novel copy number alterations in these samples.
Overlap with known SNPs (under Copy Number Analysis stage of the workflow) invokes the dialog quite similar to the one shown in Figure 26, but with an additional option to annotate the regions with information from the dbSNP database. Two additional columns will be added to the right of the initial spreadsheet: the list of SNPs described in each region (rs numbers) and the total number of SNPs in the region. If the list of SNPs is very long, you may need to right-click on the row header and use the Create list of dbSNP command.

Another functionality based on annotation is Test for known abnormalities (also under Copy Number Analysis in the workflow), which enables the comparison of the regions listed in the segmentation spreadsheet with a database of genomic abnormalities characteristic for particular diseases or syndromes and quick identification of possible matches. The user can choose between the Partek®-distributed database (60 syndromes) or use a custom one (requires the following information organized by column: the name of the abnormality, chromosome number, starts location, and stop location). The input to Test for known abnormalities should be a list of aberrations for each sample; do not include unchanged regions in the input or every syndrome will be shown as positive. The power of this feature lies in the information contained in the database which can be easily created or customized.

End of Tutorial

This is the end of the Copy Number in Partek® Genomic Suite™ v6.6 tutorial. The tutorial described all the steps needed for copy number analysis: data import, detection of genomic regions with copy number changes, analysis of regions with copy number changes, and comparison of those regions with genomic databases. If you need additional assistance with this data set, please call our technical support staff at +1-314-878-2329 x350 or email at support@partek.com.
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Appendix A: GC wave correction (Affymetrix® CEL files)

To normalize for GC content, use the custom import settings during the import procedure (Customize…) (Figure A1) and under the Algorithm tab of the Advanced Import dialog, check the Adjust for GC content box (Figure A2).

![Figure A1: Accessing the custom import settings during the import of Affymetrix® CEL files](image1.png)

![Figure A2: Adjusting for GC content during the import of CEL files](image2.png)
Appendix B: Filtering the FFPE samples by fragment length

Many samples used in medical research have been formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded (FFPE). Unfortunately, storage and recovery of nucleic acids in this form can increase the rate of breaks in nucleic acids. The high density of Affymetrix® arrays allows longer restriction fragments which are therefore more likely to contain breaks in FFPE samples. PGS can preferentially remove probesets from long fragments from the analysis to increase the resulting signal-to-noise ratio within the sample and can result in cleaner data.

![Figure B1: Probesets that hybridize to longer fragment lengths have higher signal-to-noise ratios in FFPE samples. The top track shows the inclusion of all probesets; areas of copy number deletions can be observed. The middle track shows the inclusion of probesets with fragment lengths (FL) less than 750 bp, and the same copy number deletions can be detected. The bottom track shows the data for the probesets that were filtered out; note that aberrations are smaller and harder to differentiate from the background noise. Removing such probesets decreases noise and improves statistical power.](image)

To change the distribution of restriction fragments used in the analysis, from the Filter menu, select Filter Column > Filter by Fragment Length… (Figure B2).

![Figure B2: Accessing the Filter by Fragment Length dialog](image)

PGS might prompt for a file containing a list of expected fragment sizes. If this file is not found, the software will download it from the Partek® servers (Figure B3) when you select Download.
Once the filter file is downloaded, you’ll be prompted to set the minimum and maximum fragment length (in base pairs) that you’d like to use for the analysis. A histogram of the expected overall expected distribution is displayed to aid in your selection. You can set the Min and Max by either typing in values or using the slider buttons (Figure B4). After setting the filter, select OK and note that a horizontal yellow bar has been introduced on the bottom of the spreadsheet indicating that the spreadsheet has been filtered on columns (not shown).

Unfortunately, there are no universal answers on how to set the limits for the fragment filter. In general, you should monitor the distribution of the fragments on agarose gels prior to hybridization on the array and use the size information from the gels to optimize the limits used for analysis as the loss of longer fragments may be different for each dataset. If no physical size data is available, removing fragments above 500 or 700 base pairs is a recommended starting point as the nucleic acids in the sample above this size may have been damaged.
Appendix C: Integration of copy number with LOH and AsCN

Although copy number analysis is a powerful tool for studying genomic aberrations, it lacks the capacity to detect genotypic changes which are copy-neutral. If we consider loss of heterozygosity (LOH), this event may be caused by a hemizygous deletion in which one allele is lost and the other allele remains present (Figure C1, middle panel). That type of LOH can be recognized not only by SNP-genotyping, but by copy-number analysis as well. However, an allele may lost initially, but the subsequent amplification of the remaining copy creates a copy-neutral LOH (Figure C1, right panel), also known as uniparental disomy. Different mechanisms have been described to create copy-neutral LOH in meiosis and mitosis; the common feature is that copy-neutral LOH can only be detected when copy number is studied in combination with SNP genotype. Please note that irrespective of the preservation of total number of copies, the biological effect is still important as recessive mutations would no longer be masked by their dominant normal counterparts.

Figure C1: Possible mechanisms of LOH and their impact on copy number. Left panel: heterozygous SNP; numbers indicate the number of copies of each allele (“normal” or most common allele = green, “mutant” = red). Middle panel: hemizygous deletion leading to the loss of normal allele. Right panel: duplication of the “mutant” allele. The situation in the middle panel changes the gene copy number, while the situation in the right panel is copy-number neutral.

A solution for detection of copy-neutral events is the integration of copy number workflow with LOH or the use of allelic imbalance (AI) under the Allele-Specific Copy Number (AsCN) workflow (advantages of AI over LOH are discussed below). With this approach, the copy number data are supplemented with SNP genotyping data (currently available with Affymetrix® and Illumina®) to label the genomic regions in the following fashion: amplification without LOH/AI, amplification with LOH/AI, deletion without LOH/AI, deletion with LOH/AI, copy-neutral LOH/AI (Figure C2). The last category, copy-neutral LOH/AI, is the added value of the workflow integration.
Figure C2: Integration of copy number workflow with loss of heterozygosity (LOH) or allelic imbalance (AI) under allele-specific copy number (AsCN) workflows enables the identification of copy-neutral events

A further consideration is that the correct interpretation of currently available algorithms for LOH has been proven complex and difficult because cancer cells frequently deviate from the diploid state, and tumor specimens often contain a significant proportion of normal cells. For instance, it has been shown that as the proportion of tumor cells in a sample decreases and approaches 50% or less, the capacity to detect the LOH diminishes (Yamamoto et al., Am J Hum Gen 2007). Moreover, the genotyping algorithms fail to call a heterozygote SNP accordingly in a situation when only one of two alleles gets amplified (e.g. 3×A and 1×B): a false positive LOH call can be the consequence.

AsCN analysis, on the other hand, is a method that enables reliable detection of allelic imbalance in tumor samples even in the presence of large proportions of normal cells. Unlike LOH, it does not require a large set of normal reference samples. For a heterozygous SNP (only those are informative), a balance is expected between the two alleles (1×A and 1×B, or 1:1 ratio). The AsCN algorithm provides an estimated number of copies of each allele and therefore enables the detection of allelic imbalance even in cases when alleles are amplified or deleted (e.g. 3×A and 1×B). Moreover, LOH can be considered a special case of AI (e.g., 1×A, B allele deleted) (Figure C3). Therefore, due to its improved robustness, AsCN may be a preferred application in tumor-focused applications.

Figure C3: Loss of heterozygosity (LOH) as a special case of allelic imbalance. The situation on the left represents a normal heterozygous SNP, with one copy of each allele
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